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Notes 
The performance of SONGS OF FAREWELL begins the policy of featuring 
on the Omnibus series a work written by the student recipient of the Division 
of Music award for outstanding work in composition , won by Mr. MacMillan 
in 1969. The idiom of these songs recalls the tonal-atonal conflict of certain 
of Alban Berg 's works , with emphasis on dense chromaticisms , and a dark 
brooding , near-expressionistic coloring. 
STRAVINSKY 'S L'HISTOIRE DU SOLDAT was composed between 1917 and 
1918 as incidental music to a play based on a Swiss novel by C.F. Ramuz . 
The devastation of war in Europe necessitated a drastic curtailment of large 
performing groups , and this coincided with Stravinsky 's turning away from 
the excessive size of the post-romantic orchestra of the three ballets . The 
novel scoring selects one high and low instrument from each of the three 
major groups of instruments and one lone percussionist to handle the bat-
tery . Quite conspicuous is the influence of American ragtime which provided 
Stravinsky with yet another area of rhythmic exploration . The suite heard 
tonight is extracted from the complete music. Its relationship to the play is 
synopsized on the accompanying page . 
The SIX CANONS of Hugo Norden were written in 1968 at the request of a 
student. The Praeludium deals with canon in augmentation. The second 
number is a crab canon . The third , called Fuga Canonica , is a spiral canon 
in ascending minor thirds . The fourth , called Marche Militaire , is a canon in 
two keys. The Etude Chromatique , number five , is a spiral canon in descend-
ing major thirds , and the last number , called Etude , is a canon in contrary 
motion. Many of the canonic devices here used resemble those to be found 
in Bach's " Musical Offering ." 
Barney Child 's MUSIC FOR TROMBONE AND PIANO was composed in 1966 
for the trombonist , Stewart Dempster. The notation is proportional , with only 
approximate indications for tempi . The piece makes great structural use of 
silences and of timbral contrasts . Both trombone and piano are called upon 
to use many novel percussive effects including tapping under the piano , 
slapping of the piano , playing inside the piano and unusual harmonic effects . 
Micro-tonal and multiple stop effects are called for from the trombonist. 
The KADDISH of John Goodman was composed in 1966. The prayer , associ-
ated in the Jewish liturgy with burial and commemoration of the dead , does 
not actually mention death . It is, rather , a petition for peace and sanctifica -
tion . This setting makes use of a refrain which characterizes the congrega-
tion , which alternates with accompanied recitative for the soloist. 
Among works to be heard on next year's Omnibus Concerts 
Schoenberg : • From the Book of the Hanging Gardens 
Schoenberg : Serenade 
Read : Haikue Seasons 
Goodman: 
Zender : 
Yun : 
We welcome suggestions for programming . 
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L'Adieu (Apollinaire ; trans . by Wm. Meredith) 
Dirge (Shakespeare) 
What Was That Name You Called Me? 
(Carl Sandburg) 
When We Two Parted (Lord Byron) 
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Ira Taxin , piano 
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Charles Couch , trumpet 
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Amy Barber , percussion 
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Boston University Chamber Singers 
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